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英　語 　〔Ｃ問題〕　　 （ 一 般 入 学 者 選 抜 ）

1  　 Choose the phrase that best completes each sentence below.
⑴　The boy（　　　　）is my brother.
　　　ア　who the contest won twice イ　won who the contest twice
　　　ウ　who won the contest twice エ　won the contest twice who

⑵　The students were（　　　　）the school gate.
　　　ア　excited to find a sleeping cat beside イ　sleeping to excited find a cat beside
　　　ウ　excited beside to a sleeping cat find エ　sleeping excited to beside a cat find

⑶　I want to know（　　　　）every day.
　　　ア　that singer practices how many hours イ　how many hours practices that singer
　　　ウ　that singer how many hours practices エ　how many hours that singer practices

⑷　The present（　　　　）to get for a long time.
　　　ア　she gave me I was wanted the one イ　was the one I wanted she gave me
　　　ウ　she gave me was the one I wanted エ　was she gave me the one I wanted

⑸　The book gave（　　　　）prepare for the trip abroad.
　　　ア　enough information to learn to me what イ　me enough to learn information to what
　　　ウ　enough to me what information to learn エ　me enough information to learn what to

⑹　I will（　　　　）me until the exam is over.
　　　ア　keep to watch the DVDs from I want away イ　watch the DVDs I keep away from want to
　　　ウ　keep the DVDs I want to watch away from エ　watch the DVDs to keep I want from away

2  　 Read the passage and choose the answer which best completes each blank ①～③.
　“ What are the important factors when you choose food? ”  This was one of the questions in research 
which was done on health and food in 2018.  The research was done on people over 19 years old.  
The people who joined the research answered this question by choosing one or more factors from 
several choices.  The following table shows eight factors and the percentages of people who chose 
them.  From all the people who answered the question, the table shows three generations: people 
who were 20-29, 40-49, and 60-69 years old.
　Look at the table.  For each generation, the two factors which show the highest and the lowest 
percentages are same.  They are ①   However, the table also shows that people in each 
generation had different views on choosing food.  If you rank the factors of each generation in order 
from the highest percentages to the lowest ones, there are some differences in the factors which were 
ranked second and third among the three generations.  ② was ranked second by people who 
were 20-29 and 40-49 years old though it was ranked third by people who were 60-69 years old.  For 
each factor, there are some differences in percentage points between the generations.  Of all the 
factors, the biggest difference in percentage points is 38.7, and it is found on ③

（注）　factor　要素 over 19 years old　19歳より年上の，20歳以上の
　　　choice　選択肢 table　表 percentage　割合
　　　generation　世代 rank　並べる
　　　difference in percentage points　割合の差
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【Table】
Question: “ What are the important factors when you choose food? ”
Eight factors and the percentages of people who chose them

ages
factors 20-29 40-49 60-69

taste（おいしさ） 79.5 % 78.1 % 75.8 %
price（価格） 60.2 % 68.5 % 68.1 %
freshness（鮮度） 32.8 % 57.3 % 71.5 %
safety（安全性） 31.0 % 52.1 % 62.7 %
amount and size（量・大きさ） 45.8 % 41.4 % 34.6 %
nutrition（栄養価） 29.1 % 41.9 % 46.3 %
season（季節感・旬） 20.9 % 38.6 % 48.6 %
how easy and convenient（簡便性） 16.1 % 16.1 % 16.1 %

（厚生労働省 「国民健康・栄養調査」（令和 2年）により作成）

⑴　①　ア　“taste” and “price.”
　　　　イ　“taste” and “how easy and convenient.”
　　　　ウ　“price” and “freshness.”
　　　　エ　“amount and size” and “nutrition.”

⑵　②　ア　“Taste”
　　　　イ　“Price”
　　　　ウ　“Freshness”
　　　　エ　“Amount and size”

⑶　③　ア　“freshness.”
　　　　イ　“safety.”
　　　　ウ　“nutrition.”
　　　　エ　“season.”






